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Abstract

The remarkable aspect of Hailey’s Hotel is the defiance of social norms by the

lady protagonist of the novel, Christine Francis. Her reluctant attitude to be parallel to

the patriarchal system seems to be the challenge for the society is the hallmark of the

novel. What made her live a life with constant struggle, are the matters of concern in

this research. It is Christine Francis’s counter culture to live the life of her own, not

designed by the patriarchy. Though she looks like a problematic character in the novel

it is not because of her counter to patriarchal norms and values. She chooses to live

her life challenging continuously. Due to her valiant nature she has lived the life of

constant struggle.

The first chapter deals with his writing focusing on the theme of the novel.

The second chapter discusses relevant theoretical stances. The third chapter assesses

the text from Gender and feminist perspectives. And finally finding of Christine

Francis as a radical female character in the novel construct the conclusion of the

thesis.
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